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Health technology assessment: time for a randomised
controlled trial of the role of lung volume reduction surgery
in the treatment of emphysema

D A Lomas, N Caine, F C Wells on behalf of the Lung Volume Reduction Surgery Trial Project Team

Emphysema is an important cause of morbidity and mor- patients. They reported an improvement of 82% in FEV1

(0.77 l to 1.4 l) in 20 patients, with no postoperativetality, accounting for approximately 18 deaths per 100 000
population aged 55–74 in England and Wales in 1994.1 deaths. There were significant improvements in total lung

capacity, residual volume, gas trapping, as well as exerciseChronic bronchitis and emphysema are the commonest
causes of abnormal spirometric values and, by middle age, tolerance and quality of life profiles.8 Although the initial

premise was that reduction in lung volume would allow18% of male and 14% of female smokers have forced
expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) values more more normal function of the diaphragm and chest wall, it

rapidly became apparent that this was not the only effect.than two standard deviations below the mean predicted.2

Emphysema is characterised by abnormal and permanent Patients with a homogeneous distribution of disease (such
as observed with a1-antitrypsin deficiency) did not dem-enlargement of air spaces distal to the terminal bronchiole.

It is accompanied by destructive changes of the alveolar onstrate the same improvement in lung function as did
those with a distinct heterogeneous distribution.walls with coalescence of alveoli into large bullous spaces

of varying size and distribution.3 Classically, it has been Several other authors have reported similar findings,9–15

all of which are based on non-randomised, uncontrolledregarded as a diffuse process in which surgery can offer
little other than in the presence of one or more giant bullae, trials with widely differing operative and rehabilitation

protocols. Despite these promising reports, Medicare haswhen surgical resection may result in improved expansion
of the residual lung and a lessening of the symptoms of refused to fund further lung volume reduction surgery in

the USA in the absence of a clinical trial. Moreover, thebreathlessness.
In recent times lung transplantation has been added to American Thoracic Society16 and others17–20 have em-

phasised the need for a controlled trial. Several points needthe surgical armamentarium for the treatment of em-
physema. This is reserved for patients at the end stage of to be considered: patient selection criteria, the role of

preoperative exercise conditioning, use of a bilateral ortheir disease and, although significantly enhancing quality
of life, it exposes the patient to the possibility of infection or unilateral surgical approach, apical or basal excision, long

term survival, whether this type of surgery acceleratesrejection with life long dependency on immunosuppression
therapy. Although life may be extended significantly for the decline in lung function after an initial period of

improvement, the cost effectiveness of the treatment, andmany patients, the four year survival rate stands at only
50–60%.4 Because of this, and the shortage of donors, whether it should be offered to patients with a1-antitrypsin

deficiency.there is great demand for some kind of intervention, short
of transplantation, available to patients in earlier stages of It is in this context that we have proposed, and are

seeking funding for, a multicentre randomised controlledthe disease.
Lung volume reduction surgery was first reported in trial in the UK to compare lung volume reduction surgery

and pulmonary rehabilitation with pulmonary re-1957 by Otto Brantigan.5 He suggested that, in the normal
state, bronchi are held open by the elastic pull of the habilitation alone. The aims are to evaluate the effectiveness

of surgery in improving both symptoms and the lungexpanded lung. In emphysema this is lost and the airways
tend to close because of the loss of circumferential pull. function of patients with advanced emphysema who do

not, as yet, require transplant surgery, and to estimateHe also postulated that normal diaphragm and chest wall
movement is impaired by being splinted in the inflated the costs of surgery compared with conventional medical

therapy. Having succeeded in establishing agreement acrossposition by the massive increase in lung volume that char-
acterises this condition. Brantigan suggested that, by re- six major UK thoracic surgery centres on the design of the

trial, on the rehabilitation programme, and the surgicalducing the intrathoracic volume by resecting the most
affected 20% of lung, normal elastic pull of bronchi could protocol, we are convinced that such a study is feasible,

especially as only a modest number of patients is required.be restored and more efficient function of chest wall and
diaphragm would result by allowing the thorax to return There will clearly be some variation between surgeons and

cardiothoracic centres but the advantage of this approachto the normal exhalation volume at rest. Whilst many
patients derived benefit from lung volume reduction sur- is generalisability of results, allowing a successful protocol

to be adopted by other centres following completion of thegery, the high postoperative morbidity and mortality6 pre-
cluded its widespread use amongst thoracic surgeons. trial.

In conclusion, with so many people in the UK sufferingIn 1995 Cooper and colleagues re-introduced lung vol-
ume reduction surgery because of the subjective im- from emphysema, the introduction of lung volume re-

duction surgery, especially in a non-standardised way usingprovement in patients with end stage emphysema following
single lung transplantation over and above that which they several different techniques, in differing patient populations

with or without pulmonary rehabilitation has the potentialhad observed in patients transplanted for fibrotic lung
disease.7 The postulate was that the reduction in intra- to consume a vast amount of financial and physical re-

sources. In the USA, due to the early widely reportedthoracic volume had helped the function of the other
lung. Cooper and colleagues focused not only upon the “success” stories, the opportunity to recruit patients into

a randomised controlled trial is diminished,21 althoughsurgery but also the potential benefits of a rigorous re-
habilitation programme developed for their lung transplant there are now plans to launch a large multicentre study. It
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